The case of Mulholland and Temple has been reopened.

A young man who’s called Billy Weaver, aged of 17; as the two young men, Gregory Temple and Christopher Mulholland, disappeared during a business trip.

For lack of evidence and elements the case of Mulholland and Temple was put aside. It had been more than two years and a half since they disappeared.

The police pursue their investigations and already have several indications revealing that Billy would have stayed in a boarding house in the famous city of Bath.

It seems that the police have new elements and proceed to more questioning in the coming days.

The police stress his searches to find the young man, Billy Weaver, as well as the two previously mentioned missing young men are still searched by the local police.
On the trail of Billy Weaver.

A person is actually in police custody, while the boarding house where the young Billy stayed, is being searched by Scotland Yard. They will try to find evidence of the passage of the three disappeared young men.
The case of Mulholland and Temple has been reopened. A young man who’s called Billy Weaver, aged of 17; as the two young men, Gregory Temple and Christopher Mulholland, disappeared during a business trip. For lack of indications and elements the case of Mulholland and Temple was put aside. It makes more than two years and a half that they disappear.

Billy Weaver out of sight for two weeks, finally found.

Two weeks after the disappearance of Billy Weaver, the police have found him. He was locked up with Christopher Mulholland and Gregory Temple, vanished abruptly for two years and a half in spite of important search.

The three young men were held in a little cellar from which the entrance was hidden by a heavy wardrobe. Thanks to, their good health they survived.

Though none of them show any important symptoms they have been placed under medical supervision. This horrible event will be engraved forever in their memory.

Their families have joined to celebrate the event.

The owner of the boarding house has been arrested and will be judged for kidnapping and detention.